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introduction
A. Overview
The Placer Ranch Design Guidelines (PRDG) are provided to help direct the
visual character and physical form of Placer Ranch’s development, ensuring
that it is consistent with the vision outlined in Section 3 of the Placer Ranch
Specific Plan (PRSP). This is a companion document to the PRSP and it works
in conjunction with the Placer Ranch Development Standards (PRDS).
Where the PRSP outlines the overarching development plan and the PRDS
provides the zoning regulations (setbacks, building height, etc.), the Design
Guidelines address the visual aspects of the public realm – what people
experience from within the community.
The PRDG provides design guidance for streetscapes, landscaping,
neighborhood layout, residential architecture, and other visually-prominent
community design elements. It also addresses the urban form and
development pattern for commercial and residential buildings in the Town
Center district. The intent is to ensure that all elements of Placer Ranch’s
public realm share a common design thread, which together, create a
visually-superior community with a distinctive character and identity in the
Sacramento region.

B. Applicability & Intent
The PRDG document is structured to provide clear direction to property
owners, County staff, and builders regarding the design expectations for
individual development projects. Design criteria are crafted in a manner
to ensure that the envisioned urban form and visual aesthetic can be
achieved, while also permitting some flexibility. The intent is to encourage
creativity and to facilitate high-quality design, allowing discrete
development projects to exhibit individuality that upholds the design
context of the entire community.
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Guidelines are not to be applied as strict standards, recognizing that there
are several design options that can achieve quality urban design. In
addition, graphics, photos, and other imagery are provided to help
illustrate the successful application of various design guidelines, and do not
dictate expectations for specific styles or architectural character.
Furthermore, the imagery illustrated herein is conceptual, intended only to
inspire a well-designed community.

DESIGN GUIDELINES

E. Design Guidelines Modifications

The purpose of the PRDG is to implement the Specific Plan’s vision for
creating a flagship community in South Placer. It focuses on creating a
place that is distinguished by its uniquely identifiable visual character, with
tree lined streets and natural open spaces that create a backdrop for the
employment center, urban town center, and university campus.

The Placer Ranch Design Guidelines fall under the purview of the Placer
Ranch Specific Plan. Administration of the PRDG shall be in accordance
with Section 10, Implementation, of the PRSP. This includes any requested
interpretations, administrative modifications, and/or amendments to the
PRDG, which shall be processed in accordance with the criteria and
requirements outlined in PRSP Section 10, Subsection I. Amendments to the
County General Plan or SAP are not required for modifications or
amendments to the PRDG that are consistent with the goals and polices of
the General Plan or SAP. Amendments to the PRDG requiring Board of
Supervisors’ approval shall be processed as a Specific Plan Amendment,
as outlined in Section 10 of the PRSP.

To accomplish this purpose, the PRDG provide design criteria to establish a
coordinated community theme. Community design elements of the public
realm are to adhere to a common visual character. This will ensure that
streetscapes, tree plantings, community identification elements, entrance
gateways, street lighting, and other decorative features utilize a
coordinated design palette in accordance with the criteria in this section.
Over the long-term, as Placer Ranch matures, the community should have a
unified appearance that upholds a consistent and thematic visual quality.

D. Implementation of Design Guidelines
Placer County staff is to use the guidelines herein to evaluate the design of
all development-related projects in the Plan Area, including improvement
plans for landscape corridors, parks, and paseos, as well as development
plans for residential and non-residential projects. The PRDG implements
the SAP Corridor Design Standards & Guidelines, however in instances
where the SAP’s provisions differ from those in the PRDG, the PRDG’s
provisions prevail. Mitigation measures governing development and uses
have been incorporated where appropriate.
The PRDG is a comprehensive document custom-tailored for Placer Ranch,
and therefore, should be used in lieu of any other County-adopted design
guidelines for purposes of designing and evaluating the landscaping and
architecture within the community. The PRDG is not all-inclusive, however.
Where a guideline is not provided in this document, guidelines contained in
the SAP Corridor Design Standards & Guidelines should be used. The
guidelines herein supersede, replace, and take precedence over conflicting
County standards governing Placer Ranch, except for development on the
university site.

introduction
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F. Design Review Requirements
Where applicable, development projects in the PRSP are subject to Design
Review, a development plan review process. Consistent with Section
17.52.070(D) of the Placer County Zoning Ordinance, through the Design
Review process, applications for subsequent discretionary permits are
approved, conditionally approved, or denied based on consistency with
applicable guidelines, in conjunction with applicable provisions in the
Specific Plan and Development Standards. The County’s review process
for development projects is diagrammatically illustrated in PRSP Section
10, which identifies how different types of entitlements are to be processed.
The Placer County Development Review Committee (DRC) is responsible for
determining the consistency of any development proposal with the PRDG,
then forming a recommendation to the decision-making body. Based on
the type of permit sought, permits are acted on by the Planning Director,
Zoning Administrator, or Planning Commission pursuant to the administrative
procedures outlined in Article 17.58 of the Placer County Zoning
Ordinance.
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landscape architecture
A. Overview
Landscape architecture and streetscape design is a community-defining
element; a prominent feature that forms Placer Ranch’s visual character.
These landscape architecture guidelines establish a planting concept, street
tree plan, and master plant palette to ensure that this element of community
design unifies the public realm.
This section primarily applies to major roadway corridors, but should also
be used to guide landscape design at prominent features such as
neighborhood entries, parks, paseos, and areas that warrant an enhanced
landscape treatment. Adherence to these guidelines will ensure that all
districts are visually married by a distinctive and uniquely-identifiable
landscape theme.

B. Planting Concept
A key defining element of Placer Ranch is its trees. Large-scale trees are
to dominate the sight lines of all major roadways, creating a distinctive
backdrop to the built environment. A cohesive palette of shrubs and
groundcovers augment the selection of street trees, which harmonizes the
landscape architecture throughout the public realm.
Streetscapes are further unified by the repetition of hardscape elements,
such as entry features, decorative walls and pilasters, thematic fencing, and
pedestrian-level landscaping, which utilize materials and colors from a
master palette that is unique to Placer Ranch. Along major roadways,
landscape corridors and street medians are purposefully large in scale in
order to provide space for large trees and extensive landscaping.
All streets are to be landscaped with a combination of trees, shrubs, and
groundcover consistent with the planting concepts outlined below. In
addition, landscape irrigation must comply with the Placer County Water
Efficient Landscape Ordinance (WELO). Elements of the streetscape
planting concept are illustrated in Figure 2-1.
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PRIMARY STREET TREES
Primary street trees are those designated for landscape planters along
roadway edges and in medians. The species identified for each street
corridor has been selected based on their height, branching characteristics,
color, and texture in order to create the envisioned streetscape
appearance. Generally, primary trees are of a deciduous variety, with
bright leaf coloring that has high contrast with “backdrop” trees. Primary
trees are also intended to have vibrant flowering characteristics during the
Spring season and/or distinctive color in the Fall. Where a significant tree
backdrop is desired, evergreen tree species may also be suitable.
Consistent application of primary street trees will provide scale along
various street sections, helping define form and visual character. Special
consideration should be given to tree types in high-visibility or special
areas, such as the Town Center or at entrance gateways, where a deviation
in tree type will visually distinguish these areas within the community.

London Plane Tree

Red Oak
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Primary street trees should be:
 Large-scale, single-trunk trees with high canopies that grow over the
roadway.
 Selected from the master plant palette, provided later in this section.
 Spaced 30 to 40-feet on center depending upon species, or a
minimum of one per lot along residential streets.
 Planted from a minimum 15-gallon container.
 Planted in a regular linear fashion, set back from the curb far enough
to accommodate ultimate growth. Root barriers should be installed
on trees that are planted within 5-feet of a curb or paved surface.
 Drought-resistant when established.
 Where feasible, trees shall be placed on separate irrigation valves
from shrubs, groundcovers, and turf to facilitate the appropriate
irrigation of trees.
 Plants shall be planted in hydrozones.
 Street trees are encouraged to be planted in accordance with
Stratavault suspended pavement installation techniques.

Evergreen Elm

BACKDROP & ACCENT TREES
Supplementing the strong appearance of primary street trees along the
streetscape, backdrop and accent trees enhance the structure of the
community’s landscape architectural theme. Backdrop trees provide a
strong background and visual transition between roadway corridors and
developed areas, while accent trees provide color and visual interest at
key transition points, intersections, and gateways. The use of backdrop
and accent trees should follow the guidelines below.
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Backdrop Trees
Backdrop trees are those located in landscape corridors along roadway
edges, but behind the sidewalk, and in the background of the primary
trees. Species identified for backdrop trees are selected based on their
height, scale, color, and texture in order to provide the envisioned
juxtaposition with the primary trees. Typically, backdrop trees are to be
an evergreen variety in order to provide a dark backdrop to primary
trees, which have a brighter color and leaving characteristics. Backdrop
trees also help screen sound walls and create a year-round transition
between residential neighborhoods and roadway corridors.

Accent Trees
Accent trees are selected from the same palette of backdrop trees and
should be used to provide color and accents at entrance gateways,
neighborhood entries, and at points of interest along the streetscape.
Median trees at entrance gateways are also considered accent trees, and
may duplicate the primary street trees or provide contrast in the median to
reinforce a street’s landscape theme.

Application of Backdrop & Accent Trees
Backdrop and accent trees should be:
 Planted in informal fashion as determined by space and tree species.
 Selected from the master plant palette, provided later in this section.
 Complementary to the form and color of the primary street tree.
 Planted from a minimum 15-gallon container.
 Spaced an average of 20 to 30-feet on center depending upon
species, or in equivalent quantities if planted in clusters.
 Have a root zone character that does not prohibit adjacent plants.

SHRUBS
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Shrubs should be used in landscape corridors and medians to provide a
visual barrier to fences, walls, and utility equipment, soften the ground
plane, and visually link all landscape materials. Shrubs should be:
 Planted from a minimum 1 to 5-gallon container.
 Selected according to size, color, texture, and seasonal interest.
 Placed to not obstruct important pedestrian or vehicular sight lines or
threaten pedestrian safety.
 Selected to minimize food sources for other animals.

GROUNDCOVER
Groundcover should be planted in all portions of landscape corridors,
entrance gateways, and/or medians that are not planted with shrubs or
otherwise occupied by landscape bark or hardscape. Selection of plant
material should consider the pedestrian use of a particular area. Highactivity areas, such as the Town Center, parks, and paseos, should utilize
turf to the extent feasible while complying with applicable water efficient
landscape ordinance requirements. Low-activity areas, such as along major
streets, should use a combination of drought-tolerant foliage-type
groundcovers and bark.
Use of groundcover should consider the following:
 To the extent permitted by the Placer County WELO, landscape
planters (between a street edge and sidewalk) should utilize turf for
a groundcover. Where turf is not feasible, these planters should be
landscaped with a low, creeping groundcover that mimics the green
appearance of turf and can be irrigated in compliance with the
WELO.
 Non-turf groundcover (or a combination of non-turf groundcover and
bark) should be utilized in landscape corridors behind the back of
sidewalk.
 Turf and groundcover areas should be defined with concrete mow
strips. Mow strips should also be used at the edges of formal
landscape areas, or where needed, to delineate the limits of formal
maintenance or to designate property limits.
 Turf is permitted on slopes less than 25% where the toe of the slope
is adjacent to an impermeable hardscape and where 25% means 1
foot of vertical elevation change for every 4 feet of horizontal length
(rise divided by run x 100 = slope percent). Non-turf groundcovers
should be used on slopes steeper than 25%.
 Selected to minimize food sources for other animals.
 Drought-resistant groundcover species, including turf that requires
low-water usage, are encouraged.

DESIGN GUIDELINES
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FIGURE 2-1: PLANTING CONCEPT FOR STREETSCAPES
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C. Street Tree Plan
A master design concept for Placer Ranch’s street trees is provided to
ensure that roadway corridor landscaping is consistently implemented to
create the desired streetscape theme. The design concept is rooted by the
desire to clearly identify each district with a unique selection of tree
plantings that differentiate the various districts from one another. This
notion will reinforce the sense of place by using landscape architecture to
establish a tangible identity for roadway corridors adjacent to the
University, the Town Center, and the residential districts west of Fiddyment
Road. Tree selection should retain enough similarity in color, texture, and
appearance to ensure that the entire community retains a common
landscape theme, while creating enough differentiation to establish a
distinct identity for each district. To that end, some tree selections are
repeated through each of the community’s districts to ensure that some
thematic commonality is retained.

Prior to or concurrent with the processing of the first set of improvement
plans for roadway construction in the Plan Area, a refined Street Tree Plan
shall be submitted for review and approval by the County. The plan’s
design and selection of tree species should be consistent with the Planting
Concept and Street Tree Plan (per Figures 2-1 and 2-2). The Street Tree
Plan shall be reviewed by the Planning Director (or designee) for
conformance with the PRDG.
For roadways not identified on the Street Tree Plan, flexibility in design
approach is permitted provided that trees and landscape materials are
selected from the Master Plant Palette (Table 2-2). Tree plantings along
in-tract roadways shall be identified through the small lot subdivision map
review process. Detailed landscape plans for landscape corridors will be
processed with the adjacent subdivision map or design review permit.

The street tree planting concept should adhere to the zone planting concept
outlined in the Street Tree Plan (Figure 2-2), with trees selected from the
focused palette of street tree themes provided in Table 2-1.

TABLE 2-1: STREET TREE THEMES
Area

Primary Trees

University District

 Red Sunset
 Deodar Cedar
Maple
 Raywood Ash
 Deodar Cedar  Evergreen Elm

 Ginko Biloba
 Crape Myrtle

 Red Sunset
Maple

 Raywood Ash
 London Plane

 Flowering Plum
 Crape Myrtle

Residential District  London Plane
Columbia

 Deodar Cedar
 Raywood Ash
 Chanticleer
Pear

 Crape Myrtle
 Dogwood

 Scarlet/Red
Community
Entrance Corridors
Oak
 London Plane
Columbia

 Raywood Ash
 Deodar Cedar

 Crape Myrtle
 Dogwood

Town Center

Backdrop Trees Accent Trees
Deodar Cedar

Raywood Ash

Crape Myrtle

Red Sunset Maple

Chanticleer Pear

Dogwood
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FIGURE 2-2: STREET TREE PLAN
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D. Master Plant Palette
Trees and plant materials selected for Placer Ranch’s streetscapes consist
of materials that are compatible with local climate conditions. The plant
palette is diverse, providing plant species that exhibit vigorous and colorful
growth characteristics in all seasons. Material selection will collectively
exhibit an array of colors, textures, forms, and flowering characteristics
that make Placer Ranch’s streetscapes attractive and visually interesting
year-round.
Landscaping for all arterial and collector roadway corridors should be
selected from the Master Plant Palette below. Deviations to this list may
be approved by the County provided that they are consistent with the
design theme, uphold the Planting Concept and Street Tree Plan (per
Figures 2-1 and 2-2), and comply with the Placer County WELO.

TABLE 2-2: MASTER PLANT PALETTE
Scientific Name

Common Name

Thematic Street Trees
Acer rubrum ‘Red Sunset’
Arbutus unedo (Standard form)
Cedrus deodara
Celtis occidentalis
Cercis occidentalis
Cornus Florida
Fraxinus angustifolia ‘Raywood’
Lagerstremia indica
Lirodendron tulipifera
Pinus halepensis
Pinus Pinea
Plantanus acerifolia ‘Bloodgood’
Prunus cerasifera
Pyrus calleryana ‘Aristocrat’
Pyrus calleryana 'Chanticleer'
Quercus coccinea
Quercus ilex
Ulmus parvifolia
Zelkova serrata “Village Green”

Red Sunset Maple
Strawberry Tree
Deodar Cedar
Hackberry
Western Redbud
Flowering Dogwood
Raywood Ash
Crape Myrtle
Tulip Tree
Aleppo Pine
Italian Stone Pine
London Plane Tree
Purple Leaf Plum ‘Krauter Vesuvius’
Aristocrat Pear
Callery Pear
Scarlet Oak
Holly Oak
Evergreen Elm
Village Green Zelkova

Supplemental Street Trees
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Acer palmatum
Carpinus betulus
Carpinus betulus “Fastigiata”

Japanese Maple
European Hornbeam
Pyramidal Hornbeam

Scientific Name

Common Name

Cercis canadensis
Cercis occidentalis
Cinnamonum camphora
Eleaeocarpus decipens
Ginko biloba
Laurus nobilus
Liquidambar rotundiloba
Magnolia grandiflora
Nyssa sylvatica
Olea europaea
Pinus nigra
Pinus thunbergi
Pistacia chinensis
Prunus caroliniana standard
Robinia ambigua 'Idahoensis'
Quercus robur 'Fastigiata'
Tristania laurina

Eastern Redbud
Western Redbud
Camphor Tree
Japanese Blueberry
Ginko
Bay Laurel
American Sweet Gum
Southern Magnolia ‘Majestic Beauty’
Tupelo
Olive
Austrian Pine
Japanese Black Pine
Chinese Pistache
Carolina Laurel Cherry
Flowering Locust
Columnar English Oak
Brisbane Box

Shrubs
Camellia japonica
Ceanothus spp.
Cotoneaster spp.
Heteromoles arbutifolia
Ilex cornuta
Myrtus communis
Photinia fraseri
Pittosporum tobira
Pittosporum tobira ‘Variegata’
Podocarpus macrophyllus
Prunus caroliniana
Prunus laurocerasus
Rhaphiolepis indica
Rhaphiolepis ‘Majestic Beauty’
Rhus integrifolia
Viburnum spp.
Xylosma congestum
Abelia grandiflora
Arctostaphylos ‘Howard McMinn’
Callistemon viminalis ‘Little John’
Camellia sasanqua
Carpenteria californica
Ceanothus spp.
Cistus spp.
Dietes bicolor
Escallonia spp.

Japanese Camellia
Ceanothus
Cotoneaster
Toyon
Chinese Holly
Myrtle
Photinia
Mock Orange
Variegated Tobira
Yew Pine
Carolina Laurel Cherry
English Laurel
Rhaphiolepis
Majestic Beauty
Lemonade Berry
Viburnum
Shiny Xylosma
Glossy Abelia ‘Edward Goucher’
Howard McMinn Manazanita
Dwarf Bottlebrush
Sasanqua Camellia
Bush Anenome
California Lilac
Rockrose
Dietes
Escallonia

DESIGN GUIDELINES

Common Name

Feijoa sellowiniana
Grevillea noellii
Hypericum moserianum
Loropetalum chinensis ‘rubrum’
Nandina domestica
Plumbago auriculata
Prunus laurocerasus ‘Otto Luyken’
Rhaphiolepis indica ‘Jack Evans’
Rhododendron spp.
Xylosma c. ‘Compactum’
Agapanthus ‘Peter Pan’
Artemisia spp.
Baccharis pilularis ‘Pigeon Point’
Berberis thunbergii
Ceanothus spp.
Hemerocallis hybrids
Iris sp.
Liriope muscari ‘Big Blue’
Mahonia aquifolium ‘Compacta’
Nandina domestica ‘Nana’
Pittosporum t. ‘Wheeler’s Dwarf’
Rhaphiolepis indica ‘Dancer’
Rhododendron spp.
Rosemarinus officinalis
Santolina rosmarinifolia

Pineapple Guava
Grevillea
Gold Flower
Chinese Fringe Flower
Heavenly Bamboo
Cape Plumbago
Otto Luyken Laurel
Jack Evans India Hawthorn
Azalea
Dwarf Xylosma
Dwarf Agapanthus
Artemisia
Dwarf Coyote Brush
Japanese Barberry
Ceanothus
Evergreen Daylily
Iris
Big Blue Lily Turf
Compact Oregon Grape
Dwarf Heavenly Bamboo
Dwarf Tobira
Dwarf Rhaphiolepis
Azalea Hybrids
Rosemary
Santolina

Groundcovers
Acacia redolens
Arctostaphylos spp.
Baccharis pilularis ‘Twin Peaks’
Coprosma ‘Verde Vista’
Cotoneaster dammeri ‘Lowfast’
Hypericum calycinum
Juniperus s. ‘Broadmore’
Myoporium parvifolium
Pyracantha sp. ‘Lowboy’
Rosmarinus officinalis ‘Prostratus’
Trachelospermum jasminoides
Trachelospermum asiaticum
Vinca major
Vinca minor

Creeping Acacia
Dwarf Manzanita
Dwarf Coyote Brush
Coprosma
Lowfast Bearberry
St. Johnswort
Juniper
Myoporum
Creeping Firethorn
Prostrate Rosemary
Star Jasmine
Asian Jasmine
Periwinkle
Dwarf Periwinkle

E. Unique Landscape Design Considerations
There are several edges and land use interfaces in the Plan Area that
warrant special landscape design consideration. The intent is to use
landscaping to screen public view of various development features or
large-scale utilities, or to enhance the visual quality of sensitive edges.
Conditions that warrant special landscape treatment include Placer
Parkway, powerline corridors, and Public Facility sites, as described below.

PLACER PARKWAY
The following provisions should landscape design along the edge of the
Placer Parkway corridor:
 Where High-Density Residential and Campus Park parcels adjoin the
Placer Parkway right-of-way, site landscaping should consist of dense
application of large-scale, evergreen conifer trees and low-scale
shrubs and groundcover that creates a “green” edge and reinforces
Placer Ranch’s landscape architectural theme.
 Where a park or paseo parcel adjoins the Placer Parkway right-ofway, site landscaping should consist of an informal arrangement of
evergreen and deciduous trees, enhanced by shrubs and groundcovers,
which collectively create a park-like setting.
 Where a Public Facility parcel adjoins the Placer Parkway right-ofway, site landscaping should consist of dense evergreen trees and lowscale plantings that screen views of utilities, to the extent feasible.
 Tree plantings along the Placer Parkway edge should maintain
viewsheds to developments on Commercial and Campus Park sites.
 Landscape plantings should be selected from the Master Plant Palette
provided in this section.
 Open style fencing, such as wrought-iron style or split rail, should be
used along Placer Parkway’s interface with Campus Park, Open Space,
and Paseo parcels in order to provide security, yet maintain views into
Placer Ranch from the Parkway.
 Masonry walls should be used along Placer Parkway’s interface with
High Density Residential and Public Facility parcels to provide security
and privacy.
 Site landscaping along all edges should be enhanced with land
contouring and berms to add visual interest.

02
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POWERLINE CORRIDORS

PUBLIC FACILITY SITES

The following provisions should be used to guide the design and placement
of landscaping in powerline corridors:
 Landscaping within a powerline easement should be restricted to lowgrowing trees, shrubs, groundcover, turf, and bark subject to review
and approval by the County.

Several Public Facility sites are located throughout the community to
provide required utilities for the community. These include water tanks,
electric facilities, sewer lift stations, and groundwater wells. Landscaping
around these features should give careful consideration of the visual
appearance of these features to the surrounding community. The following
provisions should landscape design along the edges of Public Facility sites:

 No permanent structures other than electric utilities may be placed
within a powerline easement.

 A combination of trees, shrubs, and groundcovers should be planted
along the perimeter of Public Facility sites.

 Landscape plantings should be selected from the Master Plant Palette
provided in this section.

 A dense application of evergreen trees should surround utility
enclosures or be planted along site perimeter, particularly along street
frontages where landscaping should be planted through the entire
landscape corridor.

 Lighting structures and landscaping within a powerline easement should
not exceed 15-feet (at maturity) above ground elevation, and should
not be within 25-feet of the nearest high-voltage transmission line
conductor.
 Berms should not be placed next to the base of powerline poles or
towers.
 All grading, landscape structures (including lighting and fencing) and
landscaping on a public-utility easement or near a public utility is
subject to final approval by the County.

 Plantings used for landscape screening should be selected from the
Master Plant Palette provided in this section.
 Sites for utilities, such as water tanks, Roseville Power Plant 2,
substation, sewer lift stations, and ground water wells, should be
surrounded by a masonry wall enclosure that screens view of public
facilities and provides site security. Walls material and color should
be consistent with the landscape architecture theme established for
Placer Ranch.
 An approximately 14’-high wall is planned to enclose the Roseville
Power Plant 2 site, which shall be coordinated with Roseville Electric
prior to construction.
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entry features & signage
A. Overview
Entry features and associated signage are an integral component for the
visual character of the community’s public realm. Working in tandem with
the landscape design elements outlined in PRDG Section 2, entry features
utilize a single design approach that is repeated throughout the community
to reinforce Placer Ranch’s sense of place. By utilizing a consistent palette
of hardscape elements, natural materials and finishes, community icons,
signage design, and metal accent features, the public realm will have a
unified streetscape theme. Furthermore, these features create visual
transition points into and out of the community, as well as districts within
Placer Ranch, to strengthen the community’s cohesive appearance.

Heavy-weighted stone used at the base of monuments and hardscape features

B. Design Concept
Hardscape elements along streetscapes should evoke a sense of
permanence, with high-quality materials that reinforce Placer Ranch as a
flagship community. Accordingly, the landscape theme should utilize a
palette of stone, brick, and metal. The design concept for entry features,
including large-scale monuments, pilasters, walls, and signs, should be
guided by the following provisions:
 A distinct base, body, and cap element should be provided in the
design of all hardscape elements.
 Each element should incorporate a visually-heavy base, consisting of
a stone material such as granite.
 Decorative hardscape for walls and pilasters should consist of brick.
 Wall panels for signage should consist of a flat, earth-tone material
such as stained concrete or plaster.
 Metal accent materials should be incorporated into gateway design.
 Walls, pilasters, and signs should incorporate a top cap, consisting of
split face stone, concrete, or similar material that complements the
design and finish of concrete/plaster wall surfaces or stone base.
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Prior to construction of entry features and associated signage, a master
design palette shall be developed that that establishes a theme for all
hardscape elements to be used throughout Placer Ranch’s streetscapes. The
palette should ensure that entry features and signage utilize a uniform
palette of building materials, finishes, colors, and accents, resulting in a
consistent plan-wide appearance.

Brick used to clad monuments, pilasters, knee walls, and other decorative elements

Decorative wrought iron or corten metal elements used as accents

C. Entry Feature Plan
The Entry Feature Plan identifies the location and type of entry features. It
is comprised of a hierarchy of entry monumentation, where large-scale
elements are sited key community gateways, like transition points into and
out of Placer Ranch, and where smaller-scale elements are sited
strategically to announce entry into community districts, such as the Town
Center, and individual neighborhoods or projects. All entry features are
planned to accommodate signage that identifies each type of gateway,
entry point, or project, with supporting hardscape monumentation, walls, or
icons that repeat the Placer Ranch “theme.” The location of planned entry
features is illustrated on Figure 3-1.
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FIGURE 3-1: ENTRY FEATURE PLAN
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D. Community Gateways

This design approach will establish a distinct transition point as residents
arrive and depart Placer Ranch.

The purpose of community gateways are to identify the major entry points
into Placer Ranch. In terms of size and scale, these are the most significant
entrance features planned and are to have a “grand” appearance that
dominates the streetscape. Community gateways are to be sited along
roadways at major entry points and should be designed to clearly
announce the transition into Placer Ranch. Due to their height, scale, and
physical significance along the street edge, the thematic design of these
features is a critical element in establishing the visual theme and character
that is to be repeated throughout the community. Two types of community
gateways are planned:

Consistent with the landscape guidelines in PRDG Section 2, community
gateways should be complemented with thematic accent trees and
landscaping. Plantings of annual flowers and groundcovers should also be
used to subtly accent these features and add colorful interest.

 Major Community Gateway: One major community gateway is
planned in Placer Ranch. Located along the Sunset Boulevard corridor
at the eastern edge of the Town Center, this should be designed as a
landmark element that clearly defines entry into Placer Ranch and
strongly establishes the landscape architecture theme. Large-scale
hardscape monumentation, pilasters, and associated signage should
utilize street medians and landscape corridors to create a well-defined
gateway to announce entry into Placer Ranch. The height, scale, and
massing of the major community gateway should be larger than any
other entry feature in the community. To increase Placer Ranch’s
exposure along Highway 65 and Placer Parkway, additional major
community gateways may be permitted along arterial entry corridors,
both on and off-site.

Project identification signage should be integrated into the walls, utilizing
plaster panels and raised metal letters as specified in Section 8 of the PRSP
Development Standards. Soft accent lighting may be incorporated to wash
light on these features and associated landscaping. Lighting for hardscape
elements and signage for should not create upward glare visible to drivers
or from adjacent land uses. A design concept for Community Gateway
features is illustrated in Figure 3-2, which should be used in conjunction with
the conceptual Project Entry Feature illustrated in Figure 3-3.
As noted previously, prior to construction of entry features and associated
signage, a master design palette shall be developed that that establishes
a theme for all hardscape elements to be used throughout Placer Ranch’s
streetscapes. Final design is subject to review and approval by the County.

 Minor Community Gateway: Several minor community gateways are
planned, located along arterial roadway corridors at transition points
into Placer Ranch. These are visually prominent features that include
hardscape elements in the median and landscape corridors, however
their height, scale, and massing is smaller than that of the major
community gateway.
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The Entry Feature Plan (Figure 3-1) identifies where community gateways
are planned. At each location, gateway design should span the entire
width of the roadway, utilizing space in landscape corridors, intersection
corner clips, and medians for the construction of iconic monumentation,
walls, signage, decorative pavement, and other hardscape elements.
Gateways should incorporate tall hardscape elements such as obelisks or
pilasters, with large decorative walls, planters, and colorful landscaping
that have a high-quality architectural style with a sense of permanence.

FIGURE 3-2: COMMUNITY GATEWAY DESIGN CONCEPT

DESIGN GUIDELINES

The purpose of project and district entry features is to identify large
projects and/or transition points into distinct districts. As described in
Section 3 of the PRSP, the community is divided into several geographical
districts (i.e. Campus Park, Town Center, Campus Arcade, etc.). Project and
district entry features are intended to give visual stature to each of these
districts, with hardscape elements and signage that are located along
roadway edges to form district transitions.
The Entry Feature Plan (Figure 3-1) identifies where project/district entry
features are planned. At each location, these features should utilize space
in the landscape corridor (and median, if present) for the construction of
thematic hardscape elements and signage. The size and scale is intended
to be smaller than that of community gateways, but should utilize the same
palette of materials, colors, accents, and finishes for decorative hardscape
features and other elements forming the street’s the landscape architecture.
These features should be designed with signage that identifies
arrival/departure for each respective district in the Plan Area.
Project/district identification signage should be integrated into the walls,
utilizing plaster panels and raised metal letters as specified in PRDS Section
8, which identifies the district or project, such as a collection of residential
neighborhoods. Soft accent lighting may be incorporated to wash light on
these features and associated landscaping. Lighting for hardscape

FIGURE 3-3: PROJECT & DISTRICT ENTRY DESIGN CONCEPT
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E. Project & District Entries

elements and signage for should not create upward glare that is visible to
drivers or from adjacent land uses. A design concept for project and district
entry features is illustrated in Figure 3-3.
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F. Neighborhood Entries
The purpose of project entry features is to identify individual residential
neighborhoods or commercial/ office complexes. Although not identified
on the Entry Feature Plan, these features are permitted at primary entry
points into any residential neighborhoods or non-residential development
projects. Depending on the individual application, space in landscape
corridors and medians can be used for construction of project entries.
As noted previously, prior to construction of entry features and associated
signage, a master design palette shall be developed that that establishes
a theme for all hardscape elements to be used throughout Placer Ranch’s
streetscapes. Final design is subject to review and approval by the County.
Neighborhood entry features should also include signage that identifies the
neighborhood or project name. Signs should be integrated into the walls,
utilizing plaster panels and raised metal letters as specified in Section 8 of
the PRDS. Soft accent lighting may be incorporated to wash light on these
features and associated landscaping. Lighting for hardscape elements and
signage for should not create upward glare that is visible to drivers or from
adjacent land uses.
Several design concepts that illustrate the thematic approach for
neighborhood entry features are provided in Figure 3-4.
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FIGURE 3-4: NEIGHBORHOOD ENTRY THEMATIC DESIGN CONCEPTS
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parks & paseos
A. Overview
Placer Ranch provides several public parks and paseos that provide active
and passive recreation opportunities for residents. Parks are located
throughout the residential villages in a manner that places these amenities
in walkable proximity to most homes. Programming for park spaces varies
by size. Larger parks are co-located with school sites and are programmed
with active play facilities in order to maximize opportunities for joint-use
recreation.
Smaller parks are embedded within the residential
neighborhoods and have less formal programming, allowing these features
to function as central green spaces for surrounding homes.
Paseos have an open space land use designation and are sited throughout
the villages, linking residential neighborhoods with schools, parks, and the
network of shared-use paths. They also provide connectivity between the
university site and the Town Center. As fully-landscaped features, paseos
function as linear parks that include passive recreational amenities and a
10’-wide shared-use path.
Parks and paseos are interconnected with natural open space corridors,
creating a comprehensive “green” network of active and passive recreation
amenities that thread through the entire community. The system of shareduse paths further enhances the recreational value in Placer Ranch by
providing a street-separated pathway network that links the community.

B. Park & Paseo Summary
Different types of parks and paseos are planned in Placer Ranch, including:
 Community Park: This is the largest park type in Placer Ranch and
it incorporates recreational facilities that support the entire community,
such as lighted ball fields for recreational league sports. Facilities
may include sports fields for baseball and soccer, basketball courts,
a community building, picnicking facilities, restrooms, and tot lots.
 Neighborhood Park: This park type includes recreational amenities
that are neighborhood-serving. The number and type of sports fields
are smaller than those in a community park, but facilities could include
softball fields, game fields, multi-sport practice fields, restrooms, tot
lots, and turf areas for informal play.
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 Mini-Park: This is the smallest park type in Placer Ranch, designed
to provide passive recreational amenities and limited active facilities
in central locations within residential neighborhoods.

 Private Park/Recreation Center: This park type is intended as an
amenity for private residential neighborhoods, such as within an agerestricted neighborhood. Facilities may include passive outdoor
recreation areas and a clubhouse with indoor gaming rooms, dining
facilities, a pool, gathering areas, and other amenities.
 Paseo/Linear Park: Paseos have an open space designation and
function like a passive park. These features are fully-landscaped,
have a linear design, and incorporate a shared-use path, passive
recreation areas, seating areas, and park-like landscaping. This
designation also accommodates a Placer Parkway buffer (PR-119).

These features are listed in Table 4-1 and illustrated on Figure 4-1.

TABLE 4-1: PARK AND PASEO PARCEL SUMMARY
Parcel

Park Type

Provided

Neighborhood Parks
PR-101
PR-102
PR-103
PR-104
PR-105
PR-106
PR-107
PR-108
PR-109

Neighborhood Park
Community Park
Neighborhood Park
Neighborhood Park
Neighborhood Park
Mini-Park
Mini-Park
Private Park/Recreation Center
Private Park/Recreation Center

Subtotal

9.13 ac
35.59 ac
4.00 ac
3.61 ac
7.79 ac
1.21 ac
1.21 ac
4.00 ac
3.23 ac

69.77 acres

Open Space Paseos
PR-111
PR-112
PR-113
PR-114
PR-115
PR-116
PR-117
PR-118
PR-119
PR-120
PR-121

Paseo/ Linear Park
Paseo/ Linear Park
Paseo/ Linear Park
Paseo/ Linear Park
Paseo/ Linear Park
Paseo/ Linear Park
Paseo/ Linear Park
Paseo/ Linear Park
Paseo/ Linear Park
Paseo/ Linear Park
Paseo/ Linear Park

0.57 ac
0.62 ac
1.53 ac
0.84 ac
0.62 ac
5.31 ac
0.76 ac
0.76 ac
9.09 ac
4.23 ac
1.56 acres

Subtotal

25.89 acres

Total

95.66 acres
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FIGURE 4-1: PARKS, PASEOS & OPEN SPACE LOCATIONS
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C. Conceptual Park Plans
The distribution of parks throughout Placer Ranch is intended to place park
spaces within a central and convenient walking distance from all residential
neighborhoods. This section provides a conceptual park plan for all of
Placer Ranch’s public parks, including the community park and all
neighborhood parks. Concept plans were not provided for mini parks for
private parks. Each concept plan includes an illustrative layout of
recreational spaces, including facilities and amenities such as play areas,
ball fields, etc. Park landscaping should focus the use of turf in active-use
areas, with low water use plants incorporated where turf
is not necessary, per the Placer County WELO.
NOTE: The park plans in this section are conceptual,
intended only to illustrate the types of recreational
amenities that can be accommodated. Actual park design,
recreational facilities, and programming will be
determined by Placer County Parks Division at the time of
construction.

PARCEL PR-101:
NEIGHBORHOOD PARK
 Size: 9.13 ac.
 Theme: Active, Joint-Use School/Park Facility
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 Planned Facilities:
 Game field (soccer, rugby, or lacrosse)
 Softball fields (may overlap with game field)
 Children’s playground and tot lot
 BBQ and picnic area (sized for small groups)
 Shade pavilion with benches and seating walls
 Turf areas for informal activity
 Paseo linkage with 10’-wide shared use path
 Restroom and drinking fountain
 Parking, shared with adjacent school
 Open, decorative fencing (where fencing is needed)
 Permeable edge with adjacent school

FIGURE 4-2: CONCEPT PLAN FOR PARK SITE PR-101
DESIGN GUIDELINES
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PARCEL PR-102: COMMUNITY PARK
 Size: 35.59 ac.
 Theme: Active Park, Community-Serving
 Planned Facilities: Amenities listed below are
subject to refinement based on overall
programming needs for Plan Area.
 Three, full-size baseball diamonds (320’
field w/ 90’ base paths), with field lighting,
including bleachers with 5 rows on baseball
diamond
 Two softball fields (sized for youth games)
 Four game fields for soccer, rugby, or
lacrosse (may overlap with softball fields)
 Four multi-purpose practice fields (may
overlap with game fields)
 Two basketball half-courts with lighting
 Four tennis courts with lighting and/or
pickleball/ badminton courts, 20’x44’
 Sand volleyball courts (optional)
 Shade pavilions with seating
 BBQ and picnic area (sized for large groups)
 Two children playgrounds
 Two tot lots
 Snack/storage building for sports equipment
 Restroom and drinking fountain
 Parking lots located adjacent to active uses
 Reserved space for community building,
pool, or other recreation facility
 Open, decorative fencing (where fencing is
needed)
 Paseo linkage with 10’-wide shared use path
and permeable edge adjacent to school

FIGURE 4-3: CONCEPT PLAN FOR PARK SITE PR-102
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PARCEL PR-103: NEIGHBORHOOD PARK
 Size: 4.00 ac.
 Theme: Active, Neighborhood Gathering Location
 Planned Facilities:
 Softball field (sized for youth games)
 Multi-purpose practice field (sized for soccer, rugby, or lacrosse)
 Shade structure with seating
 BBQ and picnic area (sized for small groups)
 Children’s playground
 Tot Lot
 Three basketball half-courts (or full courts)
 Multi-purpose sports practice area
 Pickle ball courts, or other comparable amenity
 Restroom and drinking fountains
 On-street parking to be provided along adjacent streets

FIGURE 4-4: CONCEPT PLAN FOR PARK SITE PR-103
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PARCEL PR-104:
TOWN CENTER VILLAGE GREEN
 Size: 3.61 ac.
 Theme:
Formal Design Town Square, Passive
Recreation, Community Gathering and Event Center
 Planned Facilities:
 Central gazebo, bandstand, and/or stage
 Large hardscape areas for special events & social
gathering
 Seating walls and/or benches
 Informal amphitheater and/or small turf knoll
 Water feature (large fountain to anchor park) or
children splash feature
 Paseo linkage with 10’-wide shared use path
 Compartmentalized gaming areas for large chess,
bocce ball, reading rooms, etc. (optional)
 Children’s playground near paseo
 Tot lot
 Multi-purpose sports practice area with turf
 Special design features/ themed elements for child’s
play (animals, trains, book, etc.)
 Rose garden (or similar, formally-designed
landscaped spaces/ corridors)
 Small, multi-purpose building for storage, snack bar,
and/or other facility needs
 Restroom and drinking fountain
 Open, decorative fencing (where fencing is needed)
 On-street parking to be provided via local streets in
the Town Center district

FIGURE 4-5: CONCEPT PLAN FOR PARK SITE PR-104
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PARCEL PR-105: NEIGHBORHOOD PARK

 Gaming spaces (hop-scotch, handball, and other amenities that reflect
Placer County heritage, etc.)

 Size: 7.8 ac.

 Large, landmark shade pavilion with seating

 Theme: “Placer Heritage Park” – Active, Adventure Park, Themed to
Emphasize Youth Activity

 BBQ and picnic area (sized for large groups)

 Planned Facilities:
 Park space programmed with several outdoor “rooms” that give homage
to landmarks and features that characterize Placer County. Elements
designed for children to play on, in, and around. Theming elements to
be inspired by: Railroad, trains, Sierra Nevada mountain range,
American River Canyon, gold rush, bridges, industrial elements, Squaw
Valley Olympics, natural
features (granite
boulders, river gorges,
etc.), or other
complementary elements
 Large, climbing features
/ special design
elements (see above
ideas for theming
elements – can include
Placer County
landmarks, natural
features, boulders,
monuments, animals, mitt,
book, etc.)
 Game field for soccer,
rugby, or lacrosse
 Half-court basketball
(optional)
 Children’s playground
with play structures
 Tot lot
 Multi-purpose sports
practice fields with turf
 Open Space viewing
area

 Benches and seating walls

 Drinking fountain and restrooms
 Trailhead
 Parking lot (oversized to accommodate trailhead users)
 Evergreen tree landscape screening along Public Facility interfaces
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D. Paseo Design Concept

 Size: 1.2 ac. each

Paseos are strategically sited throughout Placer Ranch to provide green
linkages between residential neighborhoods, parks, schools, and open
space areas. They include shared-use paths that augment the open space
paths, thereby creating a complete street-separated pathway network that
pedestrians and bicyclists can use to circulate throughout the community.

 Theme: Passive, Neighborhood Gathering Node
 Planned Facilities: Each park space is envisioned to have different
programming and could include all or some of the amenities listed
below, subject to refinement by County staff during park design
process.
 Shade structure/ gazebo
 Children’s playground and tot lot (play structure and/or swings)
 Multi-purpose sports practice fields with turf
 Turf areas for informal play
 Seating walls and/or benches
 Drinking fountain
 On-street parking to be provided along adjacent local streets

Paseo design should include a variety of passive recreational amenities,
including a 10’-wide shared-use path (see PRDS Section 7 for design
requirements), sitting areas, small turf areas for informal play, and parklike landscaping. Landscaping in paseos should focus the use of turf to
active play areas, with low water use plants incorporated where turf is not
necessary. Like parks, paseos should target a 60% turf goal based on
total paseo acreage throughout the Plan Area.
The imagery for paseos in this section is intended to provide inspiration for
the final design of paseos and their integration into residential
neighborhoods. Final paseo designs are subject to County approval.

parks & paseos
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residential design guidelines
A. Overview
The purpose of these residential design guidelines is to provide direction
for the design of residential subdivisions and homes in Placer Ranch. This
section provides clear objectives to developers, home builders, and Placer
County staff regarding the level of design quality expected as the
community builds out. Although the guidelines do not speak to individual
architectural styles, they provide sufficient design guidance to ensure that
residential neighborhoods are well-connected, and that home design is
architecturally harmonious in and of itself, and creates visually interesting
streetscapes. By using the guidelines to orient living spaces towards the
street, de-emphasize the appearance of garages, and encourage a
variety of architectural details with a broad range of materials and colors,
Placer Ranch will develop as a distinguishable community as envisioned.

B. Application
This section should be used to guide the layout of subdivisions and the
design of residential homes in conjunction with the Placer Ranch
Development Standards. The guidelines are not to be applied as strict
standards. Instead, they should be interpreted with flexibility, recognizing
that there are several design solutions that can achieve the illustrated
design intent. In addition, the imagery contained in this section is
conceptual, intended only to communicate the spirit and intent of the
accompanying guidelines and to evoke creativity in the design of homes.
These residential design guidelines are tailored for application to singlefamily detached homes in low-density and medium-density residential
neighborhoods. Portions of these guidelines could apply to some multifamily attached units and, to the extent it is feasible and practicable, should
be used to help direct the quality of architecture expected of multi-family
residential developments.
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Residential subdivisions should be designed such that neighborhoods have
cross connectivity for automobiles, bicyclists, and pedestrians. The intent is
for individual subdivision design to blur the lines between edges such that
a collection of neighborhoods are walkable and well-connected. While
connectivity is desired, some neighborhoods may be gated provided they
do not limit access to a public park. The following provisions should be
used to guide the connectivity and edge conditions for Placer Ranch’s
subdivisions.

NEIGHBORHOOD CONNECTIVITY
Because a key amenity of Placer Ranch is its shared-use path system, access
to open space preserves and paseos is paramount to neighborhood design.
While providing neighborhood connectivity across arterial roadways and
open space preserves is a challenge, where the edges of large lot parcels
adjoin one another or have an interface with a park or paseo, providing
connectivity between subdivisions is encouraged. This type of connectivity
is typically achieved through street connections between residential
subdivisions, but can also be provided via pedestrian passage ways.
Unless a subdivision is gated pursuant to the provisions in this section,
connectivity should be provided between neighborhoods. The exact
location of street connections is to be determined through the County’s small
lot tentative subdivision map process. If subdivisions for adjacent large lot
parcels are processed at separate times, the first subdivision processed by
the County will establish the location for cross connection. Guidelines that
should be used to enhance the connectivity of neighborhood units are
outlined below:
 To minimize barriers between neighborhoods and to enhance
connectivity, street patterns should be encouraged that allow for
connection points between neighboring subdivisions.
 Paseos access should be used as a means of integrating multiple
subdivisions.

residential design guidelines

C. Subdivision Design
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 Residential neighborhoods along the western edge of the Plan Area
should provide local street connections to neighborhoods in the Amoruso
Ranch Specific Plan (in Roseville), to the extent feasible and practical.
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EDGE CONDITIONS
Where residential neighborhoods have an interface with an open space
preserve, paseo, or park, design techniques should be employed to provide
neighborhood access and visibility to these features. The intent is to provide
physical and visual access to these features from within each neighborhood.
The following guidelines should be used to help direct the design of
neighborhoods adjacent to park and open space features:
 Where applicable, neighborhoods should provide access to adjacent
parks, natural creek corridors, pedestrian parkway corridors, or
paseos.
 Gates into subdivisions may be permitted provided they do not
preclude public access to a public park or open space area.
 A subdivision’s internal street system should be designed to allow
residents to walk easily to nearby parks.
 Residential units should be oriented toward (facing) parks, rather than
backing up to them, except as provided for below.
 Neighborhood parks should front on at least two single-loaded
residential streets to provide visibility, create open access for residents,
and incorporate the amenity into the surrounding neighborhood.
 Where adjacent to open space preserves, subdivisions should provide
visual and physical access to the open space, as noted below:
 Residential streets should provide views into open space areas at
selected locations by providing opportunities for homes to front or
side on to open space. Design techniques include single-loaded
streets, loop streets, or live end cul-de-sacs. While not encouraged,
homes may also back on to open space areas.

 Where developed parcels or roadways adjoin an open space
preserve, the preserve is to be defined with either residential view
fencing, post and cable fencing, or split rail fencing, as outlined in
PRDS Section 9.
 Neighborhood design may allow homes to back on to park and open
space features, however connection points are encouraged, either via
live-end cul-de-sacs, paseos, or other types of edge breaks.
Connection points should be provided in accordance with the bicycle
& pedestrian mobility plan outlined in PRDS Section 7.
 Pedestrian connection points to park and open space features should
be easy to find from the interior of neighborhoods or from the shareduse path system, and should have sufficient width and design detail to
encourage public use.

GATED NEIGHBORHOODS
If desired, subdivision design may allow gated neighborhoods for the
creation of private residential communities within Placer Ranch. Although
not encouraged, gated subdivisions are most appropriate for specific plan
parcels that are “land-locked” by open space preserves and roads, such
as subdivisions located west of Fiddyment Road, south of Sunset Boulevard,
or east of Foothills Boulevard. Gated subdivisions may be permitted where
they do not preclude cross connectivity from neighborhoods to public parks,
paseos, or open space areas. For instance, subdivisions adjacent to public
parks or paseos should not be gated unless connections to these public
amenities can be provided for automobiles, bicyclists, and pedestrians.
Gated subdivisions are subject to review and approval by the County
through the small lot tentative subdivision map process.

 Where residential lots back up or side onto open space areas, the use
of open, residential view fencing is encouraged, as outlined in Section
9 or the PRDS. Where privacy, security, or noise attenuation warrant
a different approach, such as adjacent to public trails, ornamental
solid fencing may be used between residential lots and open space
(subject to standards from Placer County Fire).
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This section provides architectural design direction for the construction of
single-family homes in low- and medium-density residential neighborhoods.
The design intent for Placer Ranch’s residential architecture is to ensure that
homes have high-quality, enduring design with a built-over-time
appearance. While imaginative design that incorporates these guidelines
is encouraged, it is expected that architectural variation will occur.
Regardless of any home’s individual architectural style, several important
elements should be considered when approaching architectural design.
These include building massing, garage orientation, roof forms, building
materials, windows, exterior finishes, and other architectural enhancements.

GENERAL ARCHITECTURAL GUIDELINES
The following general architectural guidelines should be considered for
residential home design.
 Home design should incorporate design features that are true to the
selected architectural style, with doors, windows, and other design
elements that appropriately reinforce its character.
 Home design should incorporate architecturally-harmonious variations
in building form and massing, roof forms, colors, and materials.
 Quality application of siding materials and other exterior features is
encouraged.
 Exterior exposed metals such as aluminum or steel doors, windows,
screens, rooftop, and other metal should be anodized in a color or
provided with a factory finished approved color.
 All roof or ground-mounted mechanical equipment, satellite dishes,
antennas, or other similar structures should be screened from view with
an enclosure that is compatible to architectural theme of attached or
adjacent structure.
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 Visually confusing or disordered facades, including a mixture of
architecturally incompatible roof forms, window/door shapes, styles
and sizes, are discouraged.
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SCALE AND MASSING
Home design is an important element of a neighborhood’s character. To
create a residential streetscape that is pedestrian-scaled and comfortable
for residents to walk, bike, and recreate, careful attention should be given
to the scale and massing of homes. To ensure that homes are appropriately
designed, several basic elements should be employed to make sure that
the overall form, scale, and appearance of each residential neighborhood
creates an environment that achieves the design intent.

Encouraged Elements
 Articulating the form and massing of homes with variations in building
height, bulk, shape and footprint, with offset wall planes on each
façade. Two-story homes should incorporate one-story elements to
break up massing and provide visual relief.
 Integrating a combination of single and multiple-story elements into
each neighborhood to create a varied streetscape skyline.
 Providing stylistic diversity through the use of a mix of plan forms and
elevations, and a variety of exterior finish materials.
Each
neighborhood should have at least three basic product types, with at
least three design deviations for each product to help create a unique
architectural appearance when compared to one another.
 Pairing homes in conventionally-plotted neighborhoods so that garages
and entries are adjacent to each other, to create an undulating setback
of building mass, resulting in larger, combined front yard spaces. In
order to avoid monotony, this pattern should be broken occasionally.

Discouraged Elements
 Building footprints with a basic rectangle or “L-shaped” garageforward house design.
 Unarticulated massing that results in a box-like building form.
 Repeated building forms that create visual monotony along the street.
 Overuse of two-story homes that dominate the streetscape and create
no stylistic diversity.
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Homes are well-articulated and incorporate a variety of architecturally-harmonious
building forms, which have stylistic diversity and add visual interest to their overall
scale and massing.

 Homes that have repetitious flat wall planes, similar building profiles,
and similar ridge heights.

DESIGN GUIDELINES

GARAGE LOCATION AND ORIENTATION
The prominence of garages along a residential streetscape is a component
that can affect the overall scale, appearance, and desirability of a
neighborhood. To ensure that garages are incorporated into the design of
each home and do not dominate the streetscape, the following guidelines
should be implemented.

Encouraged Elements
 Varying garage placements in a neighborhood to reduce the visual
prominence of garage doors along the streetscape.

Garages do not dominate the front façade allowing living spaces to face the street.

 Reducing the visual impact of a double-wide garage by using two
single doors, in lieu of one single door.
 Using garage doors that have a wood-like appearance, and include
unique window design and/or color scheme, which is appropriate to a
home’s architectural style.
 Reducing the prominence of three-car garage configurations by
utilizing off-set and/or separated bays, or tandem garage
configurations.
 Preventing side-entry/swing-in garages from becoming a focal point
along the streetscape by using architectural elements such as windows
or flower boxes, on the side wall facing the street.
 Creating shadow lines and dimensional relief by using garage doors
that incorporate raised panels with a wood-like exterior finish and
appearance.
 Articulating the garage door plane with treatments such as trellises,
porte cochere, brackets, or architectural headers.
 Using alternative garage placement options to avoid a visual
monotony of garage doors along the residential streetscape, such as:
 Recessed Garage
 Corner Lot with Side-Street Entry Garage
 Forward Swing-In Garage or Split Garages
 Alley-Loaded Garage
 Detached Garages

Street-facing walls of swing garages have windows and other architectural features.

Discouraged Elements
 Front-loaded garages that are located closer to the street than the
house’s primary front walls and/or porch areas.
 Garage doors that are flat, appear unnatural, or have no windows.
 Blank walls facing the street on swing-in or side-entry garages.
 Garage door placement that dominates the front facade.
 3-car garage bays that have no off-sets in the front wall plane or
separation among bays.

residential design guidelines
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CORNER LOTS
Similar to the quality architectural elements that are required of front
elevations, enhanced architectural treatments should be incorporated onto
building elevations on corner lots. A corner lot elevation is defined to
include an elevation along a side lot line that directly fronts a roadway,
park, or open space area. The following guidelines should be implemented
on corner lot elevations:

Encouraged Elements
 Treating both corner lot elevations as primary elevations to include
articulated building mass, wrap around porches, single story elements,
and detailed design elements specific to the home’s architectural style.
 Adding enhanced architectural elements to side elevations such as:
 A variety of window treatments including, but not limited to, window
surrounds, trim, and multi-paned glass;
 A variety of hipped and gabled roof forms;
 Exterior façade details such as accent materials, color juxtaposition,
and other architectural elements appropriate to a home’s individual
style; or
 Changes in wall planes between first floors and second floors (as
appropriate).
 Designing home plans that are can be adapted to include elements
such as wrap-around porches, bay windows, or pop-outside gables on
corner elevations.

Porches and other architectural features wrap around the house.

Building features, trim, and other architectural enhancements are incorporated in all
street-facing elevations.

Discouraged Elements
 Windows that lack trim elements and/or do not have the same design
appearance as those on the front/primary building elevation.
 Blank walls with no windows or other architectural enhancements.
 Street-side privacy fencing that unduly masks the home from the street.
 Large wall planes with no breaks between first and second story
elements, and/or with no changes in building massing.
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ENTRIES

In order to provide visual interest along the streetscape, adjoining
residences should make use of varying roof forms. Variations in roof lines,
ridge heights, materials, and the direction of gables are encouraged.

Encouraged Elements

The primary entrance to each home should be articulated as the main focal
element of the building’s front elevation. This is achieved through the
appropriate use of several design techniques that enhance these features.
The following guidelines should be incorporated into home design for
entries:

 Varying roof forms within each neighborhood, specific to each home’s
architectural style, with changes in massing, pitch, and direction.

Encouraged Elements

 Varying the height of ridgelines and fascia.
 Using roof materials with substantial, three-dimensional definition that
create deep shadow lines along the roof plane.
 Specifying a roof color that is harmonious with the home’s color palette.
 Creating a roof design that is appropriate to each home’s architectural
style, but that incorporates a number of different roof forms, planes,
ridge heights, design features (gables, hips, dormers, etc.) that break
up the mass of the roof and add to the home’s architectural quality.

 Using roof elements, columns, porticos, recesses or projections, windows
or other architectural features that “announce” a home’s primary
entrance.
 Articulating entryways with porches or courtyards, where design is
appropriate.
 Orienting entryways to the front/street side of the house, or side street
on corner units.

Entries are architecturally distinguished building features.
Roof forms and materials are appropriate for each home’s individual architecture.

Discouraged Elements
 Roof materials that are flat and have no shadow relief.
 Repetitious gable ends, framed side to side on rear elevations.

Discouraged Elements
 Primary entrances that face a side yard, unless located on a corner lot.

residential design guidelines

ROOF FORMS & MATERIALS
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 Front doors that are hidden behind garage doors and/or are not
visible from the street.

 Repeated roof forms that create a monotonous streetscape, such that
all houses appear to have a similar or same roof design.
 Neighborhoods that all use the same roof materials and colors.
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WINDOW TREATMENTS
Typically the location of windows is determined by the practical
considerations of room layout, views, and privacy. To ensure that windows
create an appropriate, high-quality architectural appearance on the
exterior of homes, the following guidelines should be followed:

Encouraged Elements
 Adding trim elements that are appropriate to the architecture of the
home and that enhance its appearance and provide shadow relief
along each building elevation, including:
 Decorative or bracketed window heads;
 Full trim surrounds;
 Fabric awnings or awning shutters;
 Decorative shutters; or
 Window boxes and flower pot shelves.

Multiple windows are ribboned together with trim.

 Utilizing glass with no glazing (clear), or with lightly-tinted, nonreflective glazing, that incorporate glare reduction.
 Including decorative trim elements on windows located on the sides and
rear of homes, especially on lots on street corners and/or along park
or open space parcels.

Windows incorporate trim, boxes, shutters, and other architectural enhancements that
complement each home’s architectural style.

 Including transom or clerestory windows in large wall planes, where
appropriate to a home’s architecture.

Discouraged Elements

 Using multi-paned windows where appropriate to the architectural
style of a home.

 Glass with dark or reflective glazing that excessively reflects light.

 Utilizing vertically-oriented window forms, with multiple windows
paired or ribboned (3 or more) together with a unifying trim surround.
 Recessing windows, when appropriate to a home’s architectural style
(trim surround not necessary).
 Using windows with dark, anodized, painted aluminum, vinyl, or wood
frames that are harmonious with the architecture and color palette of
the home.

 Windows without trim surrounds or architectural enhancements.

 Clear anodized or mill-finished aluminum window frames.
 Monochromatic treatment of window surrounds that ‘disappear’ into the
building facade
 Clustered window forms that lack a unifying trim surround or bracketed
window heads/sills.
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PORCHES AND BALCONIES
Porches and balconies add a visually-pleasing, pedestrian-scaled element
to a streetscape edge, which brings outdoor living spaces to the front yard
and promotes social interaction among residents. These features also
provide visual relief to the building mass. As such, porches and balconies
are encouraged to promote social activity within the neighborhoods. When
porches are incorporated into home design, the following guidelines should
be considered:

Encouraged Elements

Porches have sufficient depth to accommodate outdoor seating.

 Covering porches with distinct roof forms that articulate the massing of
the house, and utilizing wrap-around porches on corner lots, or lots
adjacent to open areas.
 Raising porches from the adjacent sidewalk elevation to define the
public and private realm, and to provide a sense of security for
homeowners.
 Designing porches as an integral element of the building, with details,
eaves, supports, and railings that are harmonious with the architecture
of the home.
 Designing porches to be at least 6’-deep and 10’-wide so there is
sufficient area for outdoor furniture.

Porches are focal elements on the street-facing façade of a home.

 Incorporating functional balconies that articulate the building form and
are an integral element of the home design.
 Using a variety of balcony designs; covered or open, and either
recessed into the mass of the building or as a cantilevered element to
match architectural style.

Discouraged Elements
 Porches that do not wrap around the side of the house (on corner lots,
where appropriate).
 Porches that are at the same elevation as the sidewalk.

residential design guidelines
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Balconies incorporate railing, trusses, and other architectural features that complement
the home’s style and character.

 Porches that are less than 6’-deep.
 Decorative, non-functional balconies that appear “tacked on” or that
lack architectural design elements evident in the home.
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MATERIALS, COLORS, & EXTERIOR FINISHES
Exterior building materials and finishes are a critical element in the
perception of quality housing. The following guidelines should be
implemented to ensure that an appropriate composition of material types,
accents, and colors are used throughout the residential neighborhoods.

Encouraged Elements
 Adding accent materials such as brick, stone, shingles, or wood siding
to punctuate important architectural forms, such as entryways,
balconies, support columns, or porches.
 Creating color schemes that visually articulate a home’s exterior form
and that highlight architectural features such as porches, support posts,
fascia, trim, and other detail elements.

A diverse selection of materials are used to accent building walls and embellishments.

 Using a maximum of three (3) material types and/or colors, exclusive
of the roof and trim.
 Exterior materials, windows, and finishes that are not reflective.
 Utilizing material changes in a logical and aesthetically-pleasing
manner such as at reverse corners or a return on a side-wall towards
the privacy fence. Unless a material is being used to create a column
effect, side-wall returns should be no less than 4-feet.

Changes in colors and materials are transitioned at architectural features.

Discouraged Elements
 Accent materials that appear “tacked on” to the house and/or do not
have sufficient side-wall return.
 Large-sheet siding materials such as plywood, T1-11, or other
materials that create an unnatural appearance and/or create distinct
reveal lines that are not harmonious with a home’s architectural style.
 Accent materials that appear fake or synthetic, or that are not true to
the architectural style of the home.
 Exterior materials, finishes, windows, and glazing that reflect light.

A mixture of materials and colors are used to punctuate important architectural forms.

 Single color use on an entire home, with no distinction between the
primary body and architectural elements or trim.
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A. Overview
The Town Center (TC) is a 200-acre mixed-use district located in the heart
of Placer Ranch, adjacent to the Campus Park and university. It is the place
where people go to shop, to eat, and to gather with friends and colleagues.
The TC is modeled after a traditional downtown, where commercial
buildings and residential homes are fronting along a network of gridded
streets, and the development pattern prioritizes pedestrian walkability and
slower-moving automobile traffic. A mix of uses is envisioned, with two
distinct commercial nodes and high-density residential blocks organized
around a central village green. At full buildout, the TC will host restaurants,
cafes, retail shops, offices, townhomes, small-lot single family homes, and
multi-story apartment buildings.

 Building entries and windows should be oriented toward the street,
aligned along the back edge of adjacent right-of-way, and with
parking lots on site interiors, where possible.
 Town Center Lane should function as the district’s “Main Street” that
provides a linear connection between the university and Foothills Blvd.
 Retail, business, office, and residential uses should be encouraged to
be mixed within individual buildings or on a project site.
 Residential and non-residential development intensities should be
higher in order to create a 24-hour population.
 Pedestrian walkability should be prioritized through site design.
 A diverse range of housing options should be encouraged to allow
single-family housing on small lots, attached and detached townhomes,
stacked flats, apartments, lofts, and similar housing types.
 A village green should function as the TC’s central organizing element,
easily accessible from adjacent neighborhoods and programmed to
facilitate active uses such as festivals, concerts, movie nights, farmer’s
markets, craft fairs, and other community events.

C. Urban Form and Development Pattern
The Town Center is envisioned as an urban, mixed-use district, with higherintensity residential and non-residential uses placed in proximity to the
Campus Park and university site. Uses can be mixed horizontally on a site
and/or mixed vertically within individual buildings.

B. District Design Principles and Objectives
To achieve the design intent, the following objectives and principles should
guide the long-term buildout of the Town Center.
 The TC district should be a clearly-identifiable place within the Placer
Ranch community.
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 The overall development pattern should follow the form of a
traditional, downtown setting, with a gridded street pattern, short
blocks, and street intersections at regular intervals.

The form, massing, and orientation of buildings should create an urban
edge along streetscapes, reinforced by wide sidewalks and extensive tree
canopies. Parking lots should be located behind buildings in order to
maintain an urban street interface. Additional design guidance for street
networks, block layouts, and street interfaces, is outlined in this subsection.
Successful buildout of the TC’s envisioned urban form will occur over the
long term, if guided by the previously-stated principles and objectives.
There are multiple design solutions that will meet the desired outcome, one
of which is illustrated on Figure 6-1. This concept plan should be used to
direct the TC’s urban form and development pattern, recognizing that its
design will evolve over time. Other design solutions should be encouraged,
which may have different street networks, block layouts, and parcel shapes,
while continuing to successfully meet the design principles herein.
DESIGN GUIDELINES
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FIGURE 6-1: TOWN CENTER CONCEPT PLAN
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KEY ELEMENTS OF THE TOWN CENTER
The concept plan for the TC incorporates several key elements that allow
a mix of uses to develop with an urban development pattern. While the
specific development pattern may be adjusted over time, several key
elements should be incorporated, including:
 Mixed-Use Core: This is the TC’s mixed-use hub, which is intentionally
sited adjacent to the university site and Campus Park. A mixture of
uses are allowed, including retail shops, restaurants, cafes, services,
offices, and upper-floor apartments and lofts, that complement an
urban setting. Building arrangement should form a “Main Street” style
of development with a clearly-identifiable linkage to the university site.

 LDR & MDR Villages: Located in the southern area of the TC, the LDR
and MDR villages accommodate over 500 single-family detached
homes. These villages should have a compact development form, with
neighborhood design responding to the TC’s grander urban network.
The location and relationship of the various elements described above are
illustrated on Figure 6-2.

 Town Center Lane: This is the Town Center’s primary retail corridor,
designed to create a walkable environment. Buildings should front
along this street, with primary entrances, fenestration, and building
facades adjoining the sidewalk. Development projects should place
the highest priority on activating this street frontage with businesses.
 Neighborhood Shopping: This is the TC’s shopping center, which is
sited at the crossroads of three major arterial roadways. Unlike the
mixed-use core, it should focus on commercial uses, such as a grocer,
drug store, and ancillary uses that are neighborhood-serving. Building
arrangement may follow that of a conventional shopping center, but
should maintain the TC’s urban development pattern, which includes
urban-scale buildings and a walkable atmosphere.
 Village Green & Paseos: The heart of the TC is the Village Green.
Programmed as an urban park, its design should allow for large events
and community gathering, with areas for urban gardens, passive
recreation, and children’s play. To strengthen connectivity to the
Village Green, several paseos are embedded in the residential
villages to provide linear park spaces with multi-use trails.
 HDR Core: A significant element of the TC’s residential areas is the
high-density core, which is anchored by the Village Green and is
located in proximity to commercial nodes and the university site. Over
1,300 HDR units can be accommodated and commercial uses should be
encouraged north of Sunset Boulevard. Buildings should be arranged
formally along streetscapes to create an urban development form.
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Placer Ranch’s land use and circulation plans establish a high-level
framework for the TC’s urban development pattern. The alignment of
arterial and collector streets around and within this district establishes a
basic grid, with land uses aligned along three key roadway corridors:
University Village Drive, Town Center Lane, and D Street. This circulation
network generates rectangular parcels that are sized to form walkable
blocks, with a traditional grid-like layout. The resulting formal design for
the TC’s street network and block layout is a key element in creating the
envisioned urban development pattern.
As Placer Ranch builds out, roadway alignments and parcel sizes/shapes
may evolve to accommodate specific project designs. This is acceptable
provided that several internal street connections are maintained to uphold
the TC’s formal development pattern. The following provisions should be
implemented to maintain several street corridors and internal linkages, as
illustrated in Figure 6-3:
 Town Center Lane: This east/west street links Foothills Boulevard with
the university site and should function as the TC’s primary “Main Street”
corridor. This street should create a strong, linear connection between
the mixed-use core, neighborhood shopping area, and apartment sites.
Roundabouts should be encouraged in street design and buildings
should be aligned along the street edges.

06
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STREET NETWORK & BLOCK LAYOUT

This network of streets should establish the framework for development of
a mixed-use, urban core, with residential and commercial buildings fronting
along street edges. From this framework, the layout of supporting local
streets should continue following the form of a gridded street network.
Design requirements for streets are outlined in PRDS Section 7.

 University Village Drive: Characterized by its wide medians and
extensive tree canopy, this signature street links Foothills Boulevard and
Campus Park Drive. North of Sunset Boulevard, it interfaces with the
university site and the mixed use core, and street design should create
an urban edge. South of Sunset Boulevard, the street fronts along low,
medium and high-density residential neighborhoods and street design
should allow buildings to be aligned along the landscaped parkways.
 D Street: This north/south street links the HDR core with LDR and MDR
villages, and incorporates wide sidewalks and bike lanes to encourage
non-automobile mobility. Roundabouts should be encouraged where
feasible in street design and buildings should be aligned along the
street edge’s landscaped parkways.

FIGURE 6-3: STREET NETWORK
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PARCEL EDGES & STREET INTERFACES
The relationship between buildings and streets is an important interface
throughout the Town Center. The framework of streets and blocks are
intentionally designed to promote development of an urban edge, where
commercial and residential buildings are aligned along street edges to
ensure that front doors and windows are the backdrop to all streetscapes.
To the extent feasible, parking lots, service areas, and ancillary uses should
be sited on the interior of parcels, allowing streetscape edges to be
defined with building architecture.

Sunset Boulevard Street Interface
 CMU parcels: Buildings should be oriented towards the street to the
extent feasible, particularly at street intersections. The primary
commercial frontage should be focused along Town Center Lane, and
the facades facing this street may function as the side or rear of
commercial businesses. Parking fields should have limited exposure
along this edge and should be located on a parcel’s interior.
 HDR parcels: Primary building facades should be predominantly
aligned along the back edge of landscape corridor, as close to the
street as minimum setbacks permit. Automobile access to interior
parking fields should not be allowed.
 MDR parcels: For parcel PR-35, buildings may back up to this edge
with a wall, allowing home access to occur via local streets provided
on the parcel interior. For parcels PR-36 and PR-37, home siting is
permitted to use several design interfaces. Individual homes are
encouraged to front or side along this edge, with buildings located as
close to the street as the minimum setback standards permit. Under
this condition, walls or fences exceeding 48”-high should not be
permitted along this edge to allow home architecture to function as
the landscape corridor’s backdrop
Alternatively, homes are
permitted to back up to this edge with a wall. Where walls are
provided along Sunset Boulevard, they should be consistent with PRDS
Section 9. For all parcels, automobile access to a parcel’s interior or
individual lots should not be allowed.

Foothills Boulevard Street Interface

The TC should have a limited use of sound walls along parcel edges. The
design intent is that buildings are oriented along the internal street network
to create a walkable district. Walls should be limited to those areas where
LDR and MDR parcels adjoin portions of Sunset Boulevard, Foothills
Boulevard, and College Park Drive. For specific provisions for the location
of walls in the Plan Area, refer to the PRDS Section 9 (Walls & Fences).
To create the envisioned urban form, the following provisions should guide
the placement and design of buildings where parcel edges front along the
streets listed below. The street interface is illustrated on Figure 6-4.

 CMU parcels: Because these parcels are intended to form a
neighborhood shopping center, anchor buildings may be located
away from the street edge. However, auxiliary pad buildings should
be sited at street corners to architecturally activate all frontages.
Parking fields may front along this edge, provided that visible
parking is screened. Parcel access should be encouraged at the
intersection with Town Center Lane.
 LDR & MDR parcels: Buildings may back up to this edge, allowing
home access to occur via local streets provided on the parcel interior.
The edge along the landscape corridor should consist of a wall,
pursuant to PRDS Section 9. Automobile access to a parcel’s interior
or individual lots should not be encouraged.
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FIGURE 6-4: STREET EDGE PLAN
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University Village Drive Street Interface
 CMU parcels: Buildings should be oriented towards the street to the
extent feasible, particularly at street intersections. Because the
primary commercial frontage is to be focused along Town Center
Lane, the facades facing this street may function as the side or rear
of commercial businesses. Limited parking fields may front along this
edge, provided that visible parking is screened and that most parking
is sited on a parcel’s interior.
 HDR parcels: Primary building facades should be predominantly
aligned along the back edge of landscape corridor, as close to the
street as minimum setbacks permit. Automobile access to interior
parking fields should be encouraged.
 LDR & MDR parcels: Individual homes should front or side along this
edge, with buildings located as close to the street as the minimum
setback standards allow. Automobile access to individual lots should
occur via local streets provided on a parcel’s interior and not from this
street edge. Walls or fences exceeding 42”-high should not be
permitted along this edge to allow home architecture to engage the
streetscape and function as the backdrop to the landscape corridor.

Campus Park Boulevard Street Interface
 CMU parcels: Buildings should be oriented towards the street to the
extent feasible, particularly at street intersections. Because the
primary commercial frontage is to be focused along Town Center
Lane, the facades facing this street may function as the side or rear
of commercial businesses. Parking fields should have limited exposure
along this edge and should be located on parcel interior.
 HDR parcels: Primary building facades should be predominantly
aligned along the back edge of landscape corridor, as close to the
street as minimum setbacks permit. Automobile access to interior
parking fields should not be encouraged.

College Park Drive Street Interface
 LDR & MDR parcels: Buildings may back up to this edge, allowing
home access to occur via local streets provided on a parcel’s interior.
The edge along the landscape corridor may consist of a wall, pursuant
to PRDS Section 9. Automobile access points may be provided into
residential neighborhoods, but not to individual lots.
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Town Center Lane Street Interface
 CMU parcels: This street is planned as the TC’s primary retail
corridor, particularly in the mixed-use core between the university site
and the HDR core. In the mixed-use core, the building massing and
design should form a “Main Street” setting. Breaks in building facades
should be incorporated at sufficient intervals to provide pedestrian
and automobile access to parking fields on a site’s interior.

Pursuant to the street design standards in PRDS Section 7, buildings
should be aligned along the back edge of the street’s multi-purpose
easement, which provides for a 15’-wide sidewalk and on-street
parking. Ground floor uses are encouraged to engage with the street
by incorporating features such as large glass transparent windows
that create unobstructed views of window displays or active uses.
In the neighborhood shopping area, building architecture should wrap
anchor commercial buildings in order to activate the street with
storefronts and reinforce the urban streetscape between the university
site and Foothills Boulevard. A single large user such as a big-box
retailer may be required to provide “in-line” storefronts.
 HDR parcels: Because this street functions as the TC’s primary retail
corridor, buildings should be sited in a manner that reinforces the
“Main Street” setting in the mixed-use core. Primary building facades

DESIGN GUIDELINES

D Street Interface
 HDR parcels: Because this street functions as the TC’s primary
north/south linkage, buildings should be sited in a manner that create
an urban edge. Primary building facades should be aligned along
the back edge of the street’s multi-purpose easement, with a 15’-wide
sidewalk and on-street parking, per the street design standards in
PRDS Section 7. Automobile access to interior parking fields is
encouraged. Active ground floor uses are encouraged to engage with
the street by incorporating features such as large glass transparent
windows that allow unobstructed views of window displays or other
uses.
 LDR & MDR parcels: Individual homes should front or side along this
corridor, with buildings located as close to the street as the minimum
setback standards allow. Automobile access to individual lots may be
allowed, but is encouraged to occur via local streets provided on the
parcel interior. Walls or fences exceeding 42”-high should not be
permitted along this edge to allow home architecture to engage the
streetscape and function as the backdrop to the landscape corridor.
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should be aligned along the back edge of the street’s multi-purpose
easement, creating an urban edge a 15’-wide sidewalk and on-street
parking. Automobile access to interior parking fields is not
encouraged and should be provided from other streets.

Park & Paseo Interfaces
 HDR parcels: Primary building facades should be predominantly
aligned along park and paseo edges, as close to the property line as
minimum setbacks permit. Alternatively, a local roadway with onstreet parking may be permitted between HDR parcels and
park/paseo parcels, provided that HDR buildings are sited to create
an urban edge along the street interface.
 LDR & MDR parcels: Individual homes are encouraged to front or
side along paseos. If the side yards are aligned along paseos,
pedestrian and automobile access points should be provided at
regular intervals in order to incorporate the paseo into each
neighborhood’s design. Walls and fences along paseo edges should
only be allowed to enclose a home’s side or rear yard. Alternatively,
a local roadway may be permitted between a paseo and a LDR or
MDR parcel, provided that homes front onto the street/paseo and that
on-street parking is provided.
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D. Development Standards

F. Street Fixtures and Furnishings

All development regulations for the Town Center are provided in the Placer
Ranch Development Standards, a companion document to the PRDG. For
development in the Town Center, please refer to the following sections of
the PRDS for permitted uses, development standards, and other
regulations:

To further define the visual character of the Town Center, a coordinated
design palette should be developed for street fixtures and furnishings.
Elements such as street lights, street signs, bus shelters, banners, benches,
trash receptacles, and other street furniture should have a consistent theme.
The design of these items should be drawn from a single palette of
materials, finishes, and colors that visually complement the design concept
for entry features, as illustrated in Section 3 of these Design Guidelines.
The intent is to strengthen the TC’s sense of place by repeating thematic
street fixtures and furnishings throughout the district.

 Section 2 for MDR and HDR development
 Section 3 for CMU development
 Section 6 for Park and OS Paseo uses
 Section 7 for Streets and Bikeways

E. Entrance Gateways and District Identifiers
The Town Center is envisioned as a well-defined and easily-identifiable
district in Placer Ranch. To reinforce its sense of place, entry feature
monumentation and signage should be provided along major roadways at
transition points in/out of the TC. Additionally, way-finding signage should
be provided throughout the district to direct pedestrians, bicyclists, and
drivers to key amenities and destination points in the TC.
Prior to development commencing in the TC, a master sign program should
be developed that augments the master design palette created for Placer
Ranch’s community-wide entry features and signage, which establishes a
unique, yet compatible theme for community signage within the Town
Center district. The location and design of entry features is outlined in
Section 3 of these Design Guidelines and Section 8 of the PRDS.
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Prior to construction of roadways in the TC district, a master design palette
should be developed that that establishes a design concept and
material/color palette for all street fixtures and furniture used in the
district. The palette should build upon the design concept for Placer Ranch’s
entry features and signage, utilizing a uniform palette of materials, finishes,
and colors. The design goal is to reflect the civic nature of Placer Ranch
and reinforce the Town Center’s proximity to the university site.
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